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)7875875870(  محمد سعادة هاتف:االستاذ 8702 امتحان لغة انجليزية مستوى ثالث علي نمط الوزارة المتوقع شتوية Read the following text carefully, and then answer all the questions that follow. Your answer should be based on the text. An area of the law that is changing very quickly in the modern world is the law related to computer crime. Increasingly, criminals are using computers to help them commit new crimes like identity theft, and to make it easier to commit old crimes like theft or fraud. Technological criminals may get into computer systems to find out confidential information and use this to make money. Unfortunately, computer crimes are often more difficult to solve thane traditional crimes because the criminals are invisible and their actions may be hard to prove. It can also be difficult to prosecute a computer criminal successfully because usually nothing is actually stolen or physically damaged. Hopefully, in future, computer experts will discover more effective ways of detecting such crimes. A particular factor in the growth of computer crime has been the increase in the number of ordinary people who use Internet websites to buy things, to book holidays or to access their bank accounts in order to transfer money or pay bills. This new type of business has attracted techno- criminals who may order goods and services without paying, or break into the computer systems of businesses or financial organizations and either move money to their own account or send viruses which can seriously damage computers and the information they contain. These viruses can affect millions of people worldwide. Computers with Internet connections can also be used more safely by criminals than face-to-face meetings or telephone conversations to pass on confidential information or to plan crimes. In addition to this, computers allow criminals to access to millions of people worldwide whom they may persuade to pay for something worthless or to support a fake charity organization. Question number one (20 points) A.1- According to paragraph four, there are some purposes for technological criminals. Write down two of them. (4 points) 2- According to the second paragraph, computer crimes are often more difficult to solve than traditional crimes for some reasons. Write down two of them. (4 points) 3- Quote the sentence from the text which indicates that new crimes are difficult to discover than old crimes because the criminals can't be seen by others. (3 points) 4- What does the underlined word ''they,'' in the last paragraph, refer to? (2 points) 5- Find a word in paragraph one which means ''the crime of lying or cheating to get money.'' (2 points) 6- According to the text, the writer states that the ordinary people can use the internet for different purposes. Explain this statement justifying your answer. (3 points)



B) - Critical Thinking (2 points) Many criminals are invisible. Think of this statement and, in two sentences, write down your point of view.



1



Question Number Two: (17 points) A. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. (8 points)



overcharged , protect, identity theft , on, misuse 1. Apples and bananas are dependent for their survival -------------greenhouse gases. 2. 3. 4.



The restaurant bill was too high. We were right- the waiter had --------------------us. Some plants have sharp thorns to --------------themselves. If you --------------------the equipment, it will not work properly.



B. Study the following dictionary entry and answer the question that follows. Write your answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET. (3 point) What does the three-part verb (come up against) mean in the following sentence? -



I have come up against my manager because he didn't know the truth. --------------------------------------------------------------------------. Come up against -



Find by chance face.



C. Complete



the following sentences with words derived from the words in brackets. Write the answers in your ANSWER BOOKLET. (6 points) 1. There will be a ---------------------- situation if an earthquake hits New York City. (chaos) 2. Good citizens help with the -------------------- of their countries. (develop) 3. Unemployment is falling as more people find ----------------------------- work. (permanence)



Question Number Three: (12 points) A. Correct the verb between the brackets, then write your answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. (6 points) 1- Majd -------------------------------- law and history for five years. (be, study) 2- Before they ------------------ past Tristan da Cunha, the volcano had erupted. (sail) 3- We ------------------- just ---------------------------------- from Aqaba. (come back) 4- I wish I ---------------------------- more quickly. (can , speak) 5- My mother went shopping yesterday. She might have ------------------------ her watch in the city center. (lose) 2



B. Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning to the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. (8 points) 1. The population of Egypt is about (75000,000). The population of Egypt is about -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 2. I can't speak English fluently. I wish --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 3. I don't have a car. - I wish --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 4. I'm sure that my brother didn't forget his name. -My brother can't -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 5. Farmers need more land so that they can grow more soya beans. - Farmers need more land in order to -----------------------------------------------------------------------------.



Question number four: (6 points) A. Choose the suitable items to fill in the blanks. Write the answers in your ANSWER BOOKLET. (3 points) Since , red



, has told , green , for , have told



My father -------------------- me that I'm so clever ------------------- I was ten years old. He gives me the --------------------- light to do any useful thing in his lap.



B. Study the following pair of sentences, and answer the question below. Write the answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET. (1 points) 1. What do you think? 2. I think we should build the houses here. Which sentence expresses an opinion? --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.



C. Complete the following dialogue by adding a polite disagreement. Write the answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET. (1 point) 1. Can you help me, please? 2. --------------------------------. D. Study the following pair of sentences, and answer the question below. Write the answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET. (1 point) 1. "My father can't be exhausted; he was sleeping all day. 2. "My father must be exhausted; he was sleeping all day. Which sentence means that you are sure that your father is very tired? 3



Question Number Five: (15 points) A. EDITING (4 POINTS) Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the following lines that have four mistakes. Correct the mistakes and write the answers in your ANSWER BOOKLET.



because(1) their roots, truncs(2), leaves, flowers, fruits and seids(3) are under constant attack, plants developed ways to protect themselves like sharp thurns(4) and poison.



B- GUIDED WRITING: (4 points) Read the information in the table below then, in your answer booklet, write two sentences about the reasons that turn productive land into desert. Use the appropriate linking words such as: and, too, also…etc. Reasons that turn productive land into desert -



cut down trees. build new cities on agricultural land. lack of rain .



C- FREE WRITING: (7points) In your ANSWER BOOKLET, write a composition of about 80 words on one of the following: 1- Write an essay to the Jordan Times newspaper including arguments for and against why should we encourage people to use public transport instead of their cars in large cities.



2- Write a letter to a pen friend telling him about a visit that you have made to Wadi Rum recently. What did you do? Where have you been? What was the most interesting thing you have done? (Your name is Jihad. Your address is: P.O.Box.222, Amman, Jordan.)



Best wishes Mohammad Sa'ada 4
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